
THE RELENTLESS DUALIST: JOHN 
BELOFF'S CONTRIBUTION TO 

PARAPSYCHOLOGY 

By HOYT EDGE 

John Beloff is one of parapsychology's most prolific, most even· 
handed, and clearest writers, and the publication of a collection oj 
his works-a retrospective of his writings-is a welcome event. I Thi' 
collection contains 15 nonexperimental papers, ranging across 2£ 
years of Beloffs career (from 1963 to 1988), an introductory auto 
biographic piece, and a bibliography of his writings. Such a collee 
tion gives us a chance to look back on Belofrs non empirical contri 
bution to parapsychology. 

It is not often that one gets the opportunity for such a retro 
spective, especially one made with the author's assistance; Belof 
presumably picked out those articles he felt were most representa 
tive of his career. With this opportunity to get a full view of hi 
career, I have been able to view his work as a whole and in so doing 
to see the individual articles as forming an integrated package. M 
review article attempts to highlight the pattern. 

The book gave me a couple of mild surprises. The first cam 
from the autobiography: Beloff studied first as an architect but qui 
that profession to study psychology. Reviewing this collection of p,1 
pers, I tried to imagine what a Beloff-designed house would loa 
like. Its lines would be well-defined, with no overstatement; it woul· 
be sturdy, with a good foundation; it would be modern rather tha 
Victorian, simple rather than gaudy; it would contain no extrem 
parts, but there would be some stray elements, not to make a stat( 
ment in themselves, but rather to acknowledge the indefinable. 

Beloff states that his intention as a writer has been to match th 
taut prose style of A. J. Ayer; but I see a balanced architectur; 
structure, and certainly the lack of clarity that is present in Ayer 
writing is not present here. Although my students might admit 1 

the tautness of Ayer's writing, they would never describe it as cle; 
or interesting, but those are the wonderful elements found in B, 

! John Beloff, The Relentless Question: Reflections on the Paranormal, Jefferson, N 
:"vlcFarland, 1990, pp. 221, $29.95, doth. 
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loffs writing that few academicians have the gift for. In a typical separate domains of nature which, nevertheles~, In~eract wIth one 
understatement, Beloff declares, "1 do believe that I have an ability another in certain critical points" (p. 165). DualIsm IS the common-

to write" (p. 8). sense view, whereas physicalism does "violence to our co.mmonsense 
The .other surprise f~r me, abo~t which B~loff was candid, was intuitions" (p. 62). Thus, Bel.off refers to himself as basl?ally a con-

the consIstency of both hIS general vle.ws and hIS arguments over the servative thinker, which to hIm means that he d~~lan,?S very good 
25 years. Of course, he chose for thIS volume only 15 out of over reasons before relinquishing a commonsense.p~sltlon (p. 13) .. 
100 articles and abstracts written by him, and part of this cons is- Beloffwould not object, I think, to my pOIntIng out that duahs~ 
tency may be due to the selection; but it is remarkable how little his is the current common-sense view, as opposed to the or~hodox SCl-

views and arguments have changed over his career. entific view, but it has not been commonsensical always In our cul-
One can simply look to his first and last books (previous to this ture and certainly it is not commonsensical in non-Western cul-

collection) and notice his main concern. The first book is Existence of ture~. Clifford Geertz (1983) has pointed ?ut. that ':th~ Western 
Mind in which he argues for dualism, concluding the book with a conception of a person ... is ... a rather peculIar Idea WIthIn the co?-
chapter on the evidence for dualism provided by parapsychology. text of the world's cultures" (p. 59). Presumably,. he would ~dmIt 
His last book is The Case for Dualism, a co-edited book in which he for instance, that a traditional Australian abongIne, who dId ?o. 
co~tributes a chapter arguing for d.~alism based ?n the parapsych~- possess this view of a person as being composed of, a separate mIne 
logICal data. Indeed, the one unfaIlmg element In Beloffs work IS juxtaposed to the body, would not share the West s common-se~s( 
his defense of dualism (or what he calls "radical dualism" in one of 'notion about mind. It would be rational, therefore, f~r the abon.g 
his ~ape~s). Although it is n~t clear ~rom his autobi?gr~phical intro- ine, given Beloffs argument: to reject dualism, ~ven gIVe~ t.he eXls 
ductIOn, It m~y. have b.een thIS ~uestIOn t~at drew~lm Into parapsy- tence of psi phenomena, whICh are accepted by the ab?ngInes bu 
~hology, but It IS ~ertalI~ that hIS unwa:erIng commItment to the e~- explained, of course, in a different ;vay fro~ Beloffs SInce the at 

. Istence of a phYSIcally Independent mInd became the thrust of hIS origines do not possess the same notIon of mInd and matter that h 
career. As he says: "The focus of my interest in the paranormal has does. . 

always been its implications for the mind-body problem" (p. 100). Further, the problem remains, even in the We~t. Cal.1In? D~~ 
Because of this consistency of theme, and because the book of- cartes' mind-body distinction "the most important sIngle .Inslght I 

fers us a unique opportunity to reflect on a quarter-century of Be- _ the entire history of philosophy" (p. 69), Beloff must admIt that th 
loffs contribution to parapsychology, I will layout the basic argu- concept of mind he supports depends on the concept of m~tt( 
ment running throughout the book (and his .career). As in any g~od (physicalism) propounded by Descartes and others at that tl~ 
novel, there are a number of subplots, to whICh I hope to do JustICe, Dualism is thus a view that has been held only ~or several centun< 
but his basic argument can be stated in four steps: in the West. Before Descartes, common sense dId ~ot support sue 

1. Dualism (interactionism) is the common-sense view, and we should 
retain common "PIISP unless thae are good reasons to rpj('ct it. 

2. Psi phenomena exist, in the sense that there is good evidence for them. 
3. Psi phenomena are mental and thus incompatible with physicalism. 
4. Therefore, dualism should be accepted. 

Let me now turn to his basic argument and fill in some detail: 

1. Dualism (interaction ism) is the common-sense view, and we should 
retain common sense unless there are good reasons to reject it. 

a. Defining dualism. Beloff defines dualism in several ways, refer
ring in one place to mind being an "autonomous principle in na
ture" (p. 25), and, in another, saying that "mind and matter denote 

radical dualism; therefore, it would have been ratIonal In the pr 
modern Western world to reject the dualistic vie:". Al~~ough Belo 
might be uncomfortable with such ~-elativis.m, thIS posItIon does n 
present insuperable logical difficultIes to hIS argu~en~. 

Moreover, it is not altogether clear that du.ahsm IS the .c~rre 
common-sense view. Broad (1962) was able to mcorpor~te It In I 
Basic Limiting Principles several decades ago,. but ~ radIcal c~an 
has taken place in the contemporary wo.rl~ VIew sInce tha~ tIme 
have taken informal surveys of students 111 mtroductory phllosop 
classes over that peri!Jd, and from this small sample of coll~ge S1 
dents, I would say that the unreflective c~m~on-sense VIew ! 
moved from dualism to some sort of phYSICalIsm. :When pres, 
about the implications of such a view (whICh I speCIfy below), t 
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students tend to back away from p~ysicalism, remaining more con- sponse to the evidence, which he argues is unfair. His argument~ 
fused, rather than to revert to duahsm. can be classified into three types: 

This, however, is where Beloff is pointing out something fun- a. The nature of explanation and evidence. The skeptics have toe 
damental. Given the two alternatives of dualism and physicalism, ac- narrow a view of explanation, taking as a model "deduction fro~ , 
ceptance of the .tat~er pres~nts problems. On the surface, at least, it general principle." There are other kinds,. and. Beloff at one POlO; 

s~e.n.1s that phySICalIsm demes human freedom, moral value, respon- suggests that the paranormal can be explamed m. another sense: b; 
slblhty, and so on. At least, t~i~ is wh~t B .. F. Skinner (1971) has conceiving of it, "not as an isolated fact, but 10 terms of som( 
argued, and much of th~ tradltJonal diScussIon of morality has as- broader perspective. This is what we mean for example when WI 

sumed ~ome sort of ?uahs~. Therefore, it is not so much the loss talk of a critic trying to explain some new movemer:t m. the .arts 0 

of duahsm that conflICts with people's contemporary conception of a historian who is trying to explain some controversial hlstoncal ep 
the world as it. is t?e loss of. the m?ral dimension that has tradition- isode" (p. 26). At another point, he arg~es that explanation (an.d 
ally acc?mpamed. It. Thu~, If dual.lsm. and physicalism are the only implicitly, evidence) ought to be appro~nate to the typ~ of maten3 
al.terna~l\les, and If acceptI?g phYSICalIsm means rejecting the moral one is dealing with. For instance, takmg a narro~ VIew ~f wha 
dImenSIOn because no satIsfactory theory has been given to show counts as explanation, skeptics assume that only stnct expenmentc 
how one can maintain both positions, then the rejection of dualism evidence needs to be taken seriously. (p. 148). . . . . 
should be a step of last resort. Thus, Beloffs conservatism about the In fact, there are at least three kmds of eVidence, reqmnng dli 
rejection is well founded in this respect. ferent kinds of explanation: experimental, historical, and lega 

Nevertheless, I do not believe that dualism and physicalism are These correspond to three kinds of evidence in parapsychology: e}: 
the only alter~ativ~s ava!lable. I have argued elsewhere (Edge, 1990) perimental data, records of past events, and ~eports of spontaneou 
for a naturalIsm m whIch the moral dimension has its place, but cases bv the living. What is meant by good eVidence, and the natur 
Beloff .has the right t~ insist that philosophers address themselves of expl~nation in each, differs in the ~ame w~y that the nonparaps; 
to the Important questIOn of how a moral world can be maintained chological data in these areas are differentIally evaluated and e) 
in a non.du~listic worl.d. plained. One cannot expect the same standards of evidence in a 

b: ObJectzo"! to dualzsm .. The traditional philosophical objection to areas. . 
duahsm conSIsts of denymg that mind and matter could causally af- b. Hume's argument. The other assumption the skeptics make IS t 

fect each other, because they are such radically different kinds of reject all parapsychological evidence based on H~~e's argumel 
things (or in such separate "domains of nature"). Beloff, however, against miracles. For Bel?ff such an extreme posmon produ~es. 
argues that we must be flexible in our definition of cause, given reductio ad absurdum of theIr own argument (pp. 142, 149). A mlTac. 
Hume's analysis of the concept in terms of association. All that is not so much contrary to nature as contrary to what we kn.ow. ( 
should be meant in saying that A causes B is that A is a sufficient nature. Surely, we can construct a hypothetic~l :ase so convmcm 
c?ndition for the occurrence of B, which says nothing about the in its evidence that one would have to accept It, 10 the sense that 
kInds of ev~nts A and Bare (p. 23). He criticizes science for holding would not be rational to doubt it (p. 149) and an a priori rejectio 
a narrow view of cause, restricting it to mechanical causation. From of it would be out of place. At the very least, the Humean argume! 
his perspective, one can talk of teleological causation (a hallmark of could not work in one's own case. If I examined a phenomenon an 
the m!nd, as we shall see), backward causation, and even magical became convinced of its veracity on good grounds, then it w?ul? I 
:~us~tlOn (p. 89). In this way he criticizes Jung's view that synchron- irrational for me to reject it on the basis of some blanket prmClpl. 
IClty IS noncausal. The only reason Jung holds this view is because The skeptics are right in insisting that very good. eVI?enCe I 
he acc~pts. the s~ientific :,iew that cause means mechanical causation (p. presented for events that conflict with the cur~ent SCIentIfic par 
22); reJectmg thIS equatIOn, one can say that synchronicity describes digm, particularly when viable c?unter~xplanatIons based on m! 
magical causation. perception and so forth are readIly available fo~ ~oncontro~led e 

2 P
· h periments. Yet, Belo.ff is right in. ins. isting that It IS r:ot. ratIonal 

. sz p enomena exist, in the sense that there is good evidencefior them. bl k I reject parapsychologiCal data a pnon on a an et prmClp e .. 

. Beloff naturally does not see a need to list the evidence for psi 
10 such a collection; rather, his concerns are with the skeptical re-

c. Counterexplanation. Given the impasse th~t seems to eXIst b 
tween parapsychologists and skeptics, how might we overcome : 
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Do the skeptics have any responsibility In the dialogue, especially if terms of normal commumcatIon, we face a problem. InformatlOi 
we cannot accept Hume's general rejection of anomalous phenom- exchange must be based upon a mutually accepted code (e.g., thl 
ena? Beloff suggests that the critics are obliged to present counter- English language), which is either learned or is "hardwired" in thl 
explanations of the data; then, in the spirit of Hume, we could eval- brain. Since ESP seems to work across language barriers, it woul< 
uate which explanation is more plausible. At one point he even take a universal linguistic code, but we have no evidence that sucl 
designates this as "Beloffs Rule" (p. 196), which, although not in- a code is learned. On the other hand, Beloff argues, since no tW! 
fallible, is central to our being able to judge the adequacy of evi- brains are identical, the code cannot be hardwired. He argues, "Th, 
dence. In this context, Beloff discusses five extreme phenomena whole idea that every mental event must correspond to some specifi 
(pp. 177-187), all of them spontaneous case material, and chal- brain state will not bear examination" (p. 127); thus, physicalisn 
lenges the skeptics to give counterexplanations. In another place (p. cannot explain how information can be physically encoded. 
161), he even asks whether critics could produce the Palladino phe- In another article, he comes back to the same theme, respondin 
nomena under the conditions to which she submitted. As I under- to the suggestion of Michael Thalborne that telepathic transmissio 
stand Beloffs point, it is that the critics have a responsibility to en- may be transmission of an image or a feeling and not of semanti 
gage in dialogue that can be evaluated and criticized in the same content, thus avoiding the sting of the coding objection. At th: 
scientific spirit as that found in normal science. Dismissive rejection point Beloff falls back on the transmission problem, saying (p. 16f 
is not good science (or law, or history, or art criticism). that no mechanism can be offered to explain the transmission. FUl 

3 p. ph t l d h· ·bl· h .. ther there is the problem of the selectivity of ESP, i.e., that a Spt 
. sz enomena are men a an t us zncompatz e wll physlcalzsm '. r· h N h· . . cific person receives the I1l10rmatIon, not ot ers. 0 mec amsm, u 

Beloff distinguishes between materialism (identity theory) and eluding Sheldrake's concept of morphic resonance, gives an answe 
physicalism, :vhic~ explains mental ph~nomena "exclusively in phys- c. Even normal memory cannot be explained mechanistically, ~ 
lCal terms, (I.e., In terms of space, tIme, mass, energy, etc.) plus we must have reference to psi to explain memory. Not only dOl 
whatever logicomathematical expressions may be necessary to frame Beloff point out (p. 113) that the empirical evidence for the tra( 

the particular law or equation in such an explanation" (p. 125). In theory of memory (the standard physicalistic explanation) is n' 
a telling phrase, Beloff says he has concluded that psi is incompati- very strong, but he also argues that, even if memory is stored in tl 
ble with physicalism not simply on empirical grounds, but also be- brain, one must have reference to teleological causation to expla 
cause a physical explanation of psi is "an absurdity that can be ruled memory retrieval or activation, which in turn implies PK. "Since' 
out on a priori considerations" (p. 124). These are his grounds: already have abundant evidence that the mind can, on occasion, e 

a. By nature psi phenomena are teleological whereas physical tract information from the external world without the mediation 
events are mechanical. Much of this argument is found in an article, our sensory apparatus and can equally, on occasion, produce ph) 
"Teleological Causation," that appears in print for the first time in ical effects in the external world without the mediation of our ml 
this collection. Both mental and psi events are teleological; that is, cular effectors, why need we deny the mind such powers with 1 

they are goal directed. Schmidt is cited as giving data for his "goal- spect to its own brain?" (p. 120) 
directed principle" (p. 93) based on his work with REGs. Indeed, in a couple of other places (pp. 61, 108) Beloff argu 

Using this characterization of psi, Beloff rejects what he calls that normal mind-brain interaction is best explained in terms of p 
Flewism, the view that since paranormal phenomena are defined The only difference is that in normal activity the mind interacts wi 
ne~ativel~, we can give no positive description of them, thus making the brain, while in psi it interacts directly on the environment, 
It ImpOSSIble to say they are mental. t";ot only can we characterize that, for example, PK is a form of volitional activity directed on 
psi .as teleological, but "it behaves much like any other psychological object in the world whereas normal volition is PK directed on t 

varIables. Thus we find that there are marked individual differ- brain. 
ences, that performance is highly sensitive to the prevailing psycho- Although these parallels are striking, it seems to me they co 
logical conditions and atmosphere" (p. 170). prise a conclusion we ought to avoid. After all, ESP and. PK are ~ 

b. Physicalism has no way to explain how information is encoded explanatory concepts; they merely describe the fact that Inform at] 
in ESP. If we take telepathy as an example and try to explain it in is known by a person who should not have such information, or t] 
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there is some movement in the environment that we cannot explain 
physically. In this narrow sense, Flewism is correct, I think. The 
dualist has difficulty explaining how interaction occurs between 
mind and brain, but surely calling upon ESP and PK offers no more 
of an explanation. One cannot explain one mystery, human cogni
tion, by calling upon an even more mysterious event such as psi. 
And although there are analogies between normal cognition and 
psi, there are fundamental discontinuities. Virtually every time I will 
to raise my arm, I am able to do so, or, if unable, at least I can offer 
an explanation why, that is, my arm is paralyzed or tied down. Yet, 
PK is notoriously fickle, occurring so seldom that statistical analysis 
is needed to verify its existence, and no viable explanation for its 
failure has been offered. For instance, one cannot argue that the 
REG is farther away from my mind than my brain, thus employing 
a physical analogy that effectiveness decreases with distance, since 
the mind is not in space, so "being farther away" makes no sense. It 
is legitimate to point out the similarities between PK and normal 
volition in order to lessen the uniqueness of PK, but it is inappro
priate to argue that volition is the same thing as PK. 

d. Observation theories do not make psi compatible with physi
calism. Proving this statement, it seems to me, is Beloffs greatest 
challenge. At one point (p. 129) he brings up Braude's criticism of 
a causal loop as part of observation theory, but his main line of ar
gument lies elsewhere. Observation theories, as the name implies, 
depend on observation of feedback Gust as there is observation 
needed to collapse the state vector in quantum mechanics). Beloff 
asks whether this observation requires a person or whether a ma
chine reading data would qualify. In quantum mechanics there is 
disagreement. But if a person (mind) is required, then Beloff asserts 
that observation theories are dualistic theories in disguise (p. 130). 
If observation does not require a person, on the other hand, "then 
we are left without any explanation as to what it is about brains that 
could make them potential psi sources" (p. 169). Thus, either ob
servation theories do not make psi compatible with physicalism, or 
they cannot explain psi. 

Beloffs argument seems unsatisfactory to me because it implies 
that either quantum mechanics, itself, is not a physical (scientific) 
theory or it does not explain anything. That is, the same question 
that Beloff raises against observation theories can be raised against 
the collapse of the state vector in quantum mechanics: is conscious
ness required in observation. which collapses the state vector? Ex
trapolating from the answer he gives about observation theory, Bel-

off would have to assert that those who answer the question 
affirmatively are not practicing physics because they are dualists a~d 
do not offer a mechanical explanation. Surely, that won't do. PhySICS 
is what physicists do, and it is the paradigm of physicalism. 

On the other hand, would he assert that there is no explanation 
given of the collapse of the state ~ector in quantum mech~ni~s, since 
no mechanism is offered? I admit that quantum mechanICS IS coun
terintuitive and the explanation is expressed merely in mathematical 
formalism, but surely it is an explanation. 

I think Beloff is tipping his hand here. His ~if~-lo~g ~ommitment 
to dualism is so strong and his categories of dlstmg~Ishmg ~e~ween 
mind and matter are so inflexible that he is placed m a posmon of 
a priori rejecting the idea of a physicalist explanation (even i~ a re~
olutionized science) of psi. What Beloff is not open to, I believe, ~s 
that science can (and has) changed. What must be explored IS 

whether contemporary science is offering a new pe~spective, t~at 
new categories may be developing to make t?e . trad:tIo?al radICal 
distinction between mind and matter (and all Its ImplicatIons) obso
lete, or at least open to revision. In a reply to criti.cisms by Steve~ 
Rosen, who wants to argue for some new conceptions of the. UnI· 
verse (and science), Beloff (pp. 173-174) remarks that the Idea~ 
seem to be a reversion to magic and are not scientific, and ont 
should not enlist the aid of modern physics in developing new con· 
ceptions of the world. Th~s, B~lo!f s~ows himself--:as befits some 
one who thinks the Cartesian dlstmctJon between mmd and matte 
is the most important insight in the history of philosophy-to b( 
wedded to a 17th-century view of the world and not open to con 
temporary alternatives in science or philosophy. 

1 am sympathetic to Beloff in one respect, however. Too of tel 
in the past, philosophers and scientists have me:ely assume~ th 
truth of physicalism and have asserted that ev~n ~f present sCienc 
cannot explain everything, future science (phYSicalism .2, as oppose, 
to the present physicalism 1, as Herbert F eigl ha~ d~slgnated then 
will. To believe so strongly in the truth of physlcahsm. as to ass~l 
that all will be explained by some future, unknown, sCience (WhIC 
may differ radically from present scienc~) i~ unacc~ptable, for th 
is simply an a priori commitment to physicahs~ .. It IS the o~,:erse ( 
Beloffs position. Both arguments accept tr~dlUonal defi.nItI~)l1s ( 
mind and matter, and the difference comes 111 when phYSICalism a 
serts that it is a closed system and therefore does not need the mel 
tal while Beloff asserts its importance in explaining the world. As 
have aiready argued, given this situation, with these the only 0 
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tions, I agree with Beloff. Traditional physicalism cannot explain a Beloff remains a giant in our field. Even if I cannot accept his 
whole range of phenomena, and calling upon some unknown future conclusion, there is no doubt that, with good reason, he has been 
science to justify traditional physicalism is totally inadequate. very influential. His ability to think c~early (and call upon all. of m 

Yet this is not what is happening with observation theories. to do the same), his knack of presentmg an argument so succmctly 
There has been a revolution in science; quantum mechanics is un i- his even-handedness, his penchant for being on the foref~ont of th( 
versally accepted, and the Copenhagen interpretation is overwhelm- field conceptually, and simply his humble presence have mfh~encec 
ingly used. New categories and expanded notions of explanation are parapsychology positively in fa: .more way~ than John, hImself 
being used in present science. To argue, in effect, that the Copen- given his humility, is probably wIllIng to admIt. 
hagan interpretation of quantum mechanics is not scientific or not 
physicalistic is spitting into the wind. 

At one point (p. 76) Beloff argues that psi is more akin to magic 
than to science or to religion, although he admits that magic was 
part of science in the high renaissance. Thus, Beloff accepts the idea 
that scientific categories are flexible. They have changed in the past; 
perhaps they are in the process of changing now. Old-fashioned 
physicalism, with its definition of matter as being deterministic and 
mechanistic, should be rejected-Beloff is right about this. But with 
areas of physics having rejected at least substantial parts of both 
ideas, it is not clear that psi is necessarily incompatible with a new 
version of naturalism that is being developed. Beloff may have a 
right to be skeptical about the chances that a new physicalism will 
explain psi, but I do not think we can reject this view on a priori 
grounds. 

4. Therefore, dualism should be accepted. 

This conclusion follows from the preceding premises if they are 
accepted; I think I have shown reason to doubt that all of them. 
particularly the third one, should be. 

Returning to view Beloffs contribution as a ,vhole, I see two 
general trends in his work besides an increase in sophistication in 
expressing his basic argument. The first is that he seems to become 
more open to and interested in the old mediumistic phenomena 
later in his career. I suppose this early lack of interest was due to 
two factors: first, it was reading Rhine's Extra-Sensory Perception that 
initially drew his interest, and Rhine's focus on the laboratory ap
proach precluded mediumistic work. Second, the academic pres
sures were against such interest; it was difficult enough engaging in 
experimental work. The other trend was that Beloff seemed to be 
on the forefront of the major conceptual issues in the field. In par
ticular, he discussed extensively the observation theory, teleology, 
and the challenge of the skeptics. 
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